teleservices resources for early intervention

EARLY CHILDHOOD TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CENTER

- Technology Resource Home Page for Providers and Educators - ECTA
- Video Conferencing 101 Guide and Checklist – ECTA

FAMILY INFANT AND PRESCHOOL PROGRAM (FIPP)

- Getting Started with Tele-Services - FIPP
- 10 Helpful EI Tele Tips - FIPP
- Alternatives to modeling with Tele - FIPP
- EI guide to tele coaching - FIPP
- Tele-Natural Learning Environment Practices - FIPP
- Early Childhood Intervention Telepractice - FIPP

GENERAL LINKS

- 10 Strategies for Engaging Parents (Not Children) During Teleintervention
- Tele-Intervention and the Routines-Based Model
- Tele-Intervention 101
- Colorado Telehealth Resources
- Use of Technology with Evidence Based Early Intervention
- Virtual SLP session example
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